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Abstract. A database on visual binaries is presented. It contains measurements on 12750 visual binaries with less
than 2′′ of separation or with large proper motion north of −10 degrees of declination. It contains also bibliographic
references and published orbits for 851 stars. The SIDONIE database is implemented on the Web and allows
astronomers to prepare new observations, find data to calculate new orbits or obtain statistical information on
the stars in the database.
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1. Introduction

A database concerning Visual Double Stars should, on one
hand, allow for the preparation of observational programs
and, on the other hand, provide the necessary data for cal-
culating orbits, the knowledge of which is fundamental to
the astrophysical study of double or multiple stars. These
two elements are prerequisites for the nature of the data
to be provided.

Until now, only two large databases on Visual
Double Stars exist: 1) The USNO (United States Naval
Observatory) which links the Washington visual catalog
of Double Stars (WDS) with the Fifth Catalog of orbits of
Visual Binary Stars. The WDS (Worley 1997) consists of
84 300 double stars and includes nearly 550 000 measure-
ments dating back to the early 1700’s. The part which is
accessible on-line, notably from the “Centre de Données
Stellaires de l’Observatoire de Strasbourg” (CDS) has
identifiers of each system as well as information on the pe-
riod covered by the observations and the number of mea-
surements available and a list of references concerning the
discoverers. The WDS was originally conceived to allow
the preparation of observation programs. Nevertheless, in-
dividual measurements can be obtained on demand from
USNO for a reasonable number of objects. The Fifth
Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binaries contains the parame-
ters of 1465 orbits for 1430 systems and their references. 2)
The CHARA database gives access to the Third Catalog of
Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars (Hartkopf
2000). This base, accessible on-line via the Internet by way
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of the “Double Star Library” at the USNO, contains the
observation of 25 076 double and multiple stars, including
measurements made by interferometric techniques, adap-
tive optic and lunar occultation, as well as measurements
provided by the astronomic satellite HIPPARCOS.

In this article, the database SIDONIE (Site
Informatique des étoiles DOubles de NIcE) will be
described. Section 2 gives its origins. The technical
description concerning the choice of information and the
system of long-distance interrogation of this database
is in Sect. 3. The scientific contents of the SIDONIE
database is examined in Sect. 4.

2. SIDONIE’s origins

In 1972 P. Couteau created the Centre des Etoiles Doubles
de Nice (The Double Star Center of Nice) where all the
data on couples discovered in Nice as well as the measure-
ments for visual close couples (less than 2′′ separation)
or large proper motion stars located north of −10 de-
grees declination are stored on hand-written cards. The
file, containing 12 700 visual couples, includes all the mea-
surements obtained since 1927. It is complemented by
another file giving published orbits since 1877 for 851 of
these objects. This hand-written project, consisting of
more than 20 000 individual cards, is a tool used to cal-
culate new orbits and to optimize the preparation of ob-
servations in relation to existing data. After the retire-
ment of P. Couteau, the decision was made to protect
and save this patrimony and make it available to dou-
ble stars observers. Three groups immediately demon-
strated their interest in this project: the Department
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Fig. 1. Hand-written card containing datas on the star
COU 14.

Fig. 2. Hand-written card of the orbital elements of the star
COU 14.

CERGA of the OCA for applications related to the
HIPPARCOS mission, E. Oblak, the astronomer respon-
sible for the Besancon double and multiple stars database
(http://bdb.obs-besancon.fr/bdb/), and the double
stars observers in Nice. The natural solution was to cre-
ate a computer-based support for the manuscript cards.
Figure 1 shows, as an example, a hand-written card of
measurements of the star COU 14.

Figure 2 shows the card concerning some of the orbital
parameters published for this star.

3. Technical description of SIDONIE

The goal of safeguarding these data led to the choice of
creating this database on a PC type computer using a pro-
gram destined for business databases: Microsoft ACCESS.
The hand-written notes contained large amounts of data,
which were sometimes redundant, or out of context, there-
fore it was necessary to select the information that was
to be put into the computer database. In order to iden-
tify stars, the deliberate choice was made to not include
existing identifications easily accessible in other catalogs.
Our goal is to provide a maximum of detail on measure-
ments. Retained in the database are: equatorial coordi-
nates (J2000); BD, ADS, and HIP names and numbers
and the magnitude of the components and their spectral

Fig. 3. Web page obtained by querying SIDONIE for measure-
ments of COU 14.

types. The parameters describing each measurement are:
the date (fraction of the year), the position angle (degree),
the angular separation (arc seconds), the number of mea-
surements, the observer code, the type of instrument used
(lunette or telescope, diameter in centimeters or inches),
the reference of the publication and notes (observation
technique, quality of the measurement). The orbits are
described by the classic elements: period (P in years), pe-
riastron passage date (T in years), eccentricity (e), angu-
lar semimajor-axis (a in arcsec), inclination (i in degrees)
node position angle (Ω in degrees), periastron node angle
(ω in degrees), the author of the calculation and the refer-
ence of the publication. The main interest of this database
being its interactivity, considerable work was done with re-
gard to the extraction of information and on the choice of
the types of interrogatory modes in accordance with the
observers. Finally the database was interfaced with the
Web so that it could be interrogated and exploited at a
distance. A copy of the file was also sent to the “Centre de
Données Stellaires” (CDS) of the Strasbourg Observatory
(http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/) who is in charge of es-
tablishing links between SIDONIE and the different cata-
logs that already exist. The SIDONIE Website address is:

http://sidonie.obs-nice.fr/

4. The scientific contents of SIDONIE

Today, SIDONIE contains 12 750 objects and 162 000
individual measurements. The first measurement dates
back to 1773 for the star STF 2644 (ADS 13506). There
are currently 851 calculated orbits, the first dating back
to 1877 for the star STF 2729 (ADS 14360). The access
to SIDONIE on the Web allows interrogation by object,
which gives access to the individual measurements, the
orbits and the references. Figure 3 shows the result of an
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Fig. 4. Web page obtained by querying SIDONIE for orbit
parameters of COU 14.

Fig. 5. Web page obtained by querying SIDONIE for refer-
ences for COU 14.

interrogation on SIDONIE on the measurements of the
star COU 14.

The result of the queries on published orbits is shown
in Fig. 4

Figure 5 gives an example of the file extracted from
references on the measurements of COU14.

Interrogating SIDONIE can also give access to statis-
tical results. Conceived as a tool to help with the prepara-
tion of observation programs, this mode of interrogation
permits the selection of a group of objects in relation-
ship to multiple pertinent criteria related to identifica-
tions, magnitudes, spectral type and measurements.

Figure 6 illustrates the statistical mode of inter-
rogation. It gives a list of double stars discovered
by P. Couteau (named COU) having numbers in
the HIPPARCOS Catalog (HIP) with right ascensions

Fig. 6. Web page obtained by querying SIDONIE for statistical
data (see text).

between 21.00 and 22.00 hours and with the spectral type
of the primary star between A0 and F9.

The contents of the SIDONIE database will be regu-
larly updated by adding new published measurements.

5. Conclusion

Numerous research projects concerning stellar and galac-
tic evolution rely on the determination of fundamental
physical parameters or the nature of statistical results
of the observation of double stars. In fact, it has been
stated that the study of double stars benefits the de-
velopment of modern observational techniques such as
speckle interferometry, CCD imaging and adaptive optics.
SIDONIE, by its very specificity, makes an effective tool
for researchers involved in the preparation of observation
programs, the calculation of orbits or the histories of dou-
ble stars. Observers are encouraged not only to consult
and use SIDONIE, but also to communicate their remarks
as well as the results of their measurements to help con-
stantly improve and update the database.
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